
Sample Problems (8th quiz)

A few notes on Chapter 10 are given below.

• As a convention, the code vector, generator matrix and parity-check
matrix are expressed as 1 × n vector, k × n matrix and (n − k) × n
matrix, respectively.

• Thus, it is clear that the generator matrix is formed by k linearly
independent 1×n vectors, and parity-check matrix is formed by (n−k)
linearly independent 1× n vectors.

• For a linear code with generator matrix



g1

g2
...
gk


 ,

the codeword is a linear combination of row vectors g1, g2, . . ., gk,
i.e.,

m1g1 +m2g2 + · · ·+mkgk,

where (m1, m2, . . . , mk) is the 1× k message (or information) vector.

1. The (7,4) Hamming code can be generated via generator matrix

G =



1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 1


 .

Its corresponding parity-check matrix is given by

H =



1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 1


 .

(a) List all 24 codewords of the (7,4) Hamming code.

(b) Is the parity-check matrix unique for the given generator matrix
G? If affirmative, prove it; if negative, give another parity-check
matrix.

Hint: The parity-check matrix can be formed by three linearly
independent row vectors that are orthogonal to the linear subspace
spanned by g1, g2, g3 and g4.
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(c) Give another generator matrix of the (7,4) Hamming code.

Hint: G can be formed by any k (non-zero) linearly independent
(1× n) codewords.

(d) List all the cosets of the (7,4) Hamming codes. There are eight of
them.

(e) Find the coset leaders of the eight cosets.

2. Coding theory can also be used in a distributed decision scenario. An
example is given below.

A hat game is set up as follows.

• A team of 7 players enters a room whereupon they each receive a
hat with a color randomly selected from red (denoted as 0) and
blue (denoted as 1). (In other words, the seven hat colors are
independent and uniformly distributed.)

• The players must simultaneously guess the color of their own hat,
or pass.

• The team loses if any player guesses wrong or if all players pass.

• The players can meet beforehand to devise a strategy, but no
communication is allowed once they are inside the room.

Each player sees the colors of hats of the other six players and only
misses the color of his/her own. For example, if the colors of the seven
hats are 0011010, then the seven players know that:

player 1 ?011010
player 2 0?11010
player 3 00?1010
player 4 001?010
player 5 0011?10
player 6 00110?0
player 7 001101?

where the question mark indicates the unknown color of their own hat.
A good strategy requires at least one player guesses. Thus, they shall
jointly devise a decision set C beforehand and use either one of the two
rules below:

(rule 1) If one of the two possibilities of a player (e.g., 0011010 and 1011010
for player 1) belongs to C, then the player makes a guess and
declares the possibility to be true; otherwise, the player passes.
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(rule 2) If one of the two possibilities belongs to C, then the player makes
a guess and declares the other possibility to be true; otherwise,
the player passes.

Note that the set C shall be devised to avoid the inclusion of both
possibilities for one player (in which case the player can only make a
guess on his/her own).

(a) Show that the minimum size of C ∈ {0, 1}7 such that at least one
player makes a guess is no less than 24 = 16.

Hint: If the colors of the seven hats are 0011010, then all pos-
sibilities considered by the seven players are 0011010, 1011010,
0111010, 0001010, 0010010, 00111100011000, 0011011.

(b) Show that the maximum size of C ∈ {0, 1}7 such that the inclusion
of both possibilities for one player is avoided entirely is 16.

(c) Subject to (a) and (b), which rule will give a higher probability
of wining the game?

Hint: Check each rule for c = c1c2c3c4c5c6c7 ∈ C or c �∈ C.
(d) Devise an optimal C for the better rule in (c).

Hint: The (7,4) Hamming code.

3. Let the generator polynomial of a polynomial code of length n = 5 be
g(X) = X3 +X + 1.

(a) List all the code polynomials of this polynomial code via

c(X) = a(X)g(X).

(b) List all the code polynomials of this polynomial code via

c̄(X) = X3a(X)−X3a(X)mod g(X).

(c) Complete the division circuit below for X3a(X)mod g(X). Please
clearly mark where the input enters and which lines should be
connected. Also, indicate how many clock cycles are needed to
complete the division and where the remainder is.
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(d) Find the syndrome polynomial for received word polynomial r(X) =
1 + X + X2 +X4. Then, determine the coset leader polynomial
for this syndrome polynomial.

4. (a) Prove that a cyclic code is a special type of polynomial codes with
g(X) dividing (Xn + 1).

(b) Prove that X + 1 divides Xn + 1 for every n ≥ 1 (and hence it
cannot be a primitive polynomial).
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